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Limitations of the dual approach 
(2D/3D TEE and fluoroscopy)  

• Two separates monitors

• Need of repeatedly and sequentially

interrogate the two monitors

• Imaging data sets shown in different

orientations

• Lack of optimal eye-hand coordination



All (images) in one (screen)

Fusion imaging

Echo and fluoroscopy are based on different physical principles 

(ultrasound mechanical waves versus electromagnetic waves) 

and remarkable differences in imaging generation (echoes versus 

attenuation).

They fit well when fused together in a single “hybrid” image because:

• Both are real-time and complementary imaging techniques:

• Catheters and devices are better visualized by fluoroscopy

• Soft tissues are better visualized by echocardiography



Fusion imaging
Co-registration: integration in space and time



Fusion or 

confusion?



Tools can avoid  

confusion



Confusion Cropping Fusion

Ha.. I see

Tools: cropping

Fusion or confusion?

Wait, 

second….



Fusion or confusion?

Confusion Transparency Fusion

Ha… I see it

Tools: transparency

…It’s here…

Were is the tip 

of my catheter ? I will show you in a 

second……



Transseptal 

puncture



Transseptal puncture
Site-Specific  
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Transseptal puncture
Site-Specific  



RAO 30°

Transseptal puncture
Site-Specific  

LAO 30°



Advancement of clip 

delivery system into 

the LA



Advancement of clip delivery system 

into LA 



Positioning  the clip delivery 

system perpendicular to MV 

orifice



Positioning  the clip delivery system perpendicular to 

MV orifice



Positioning  the clip delivery system over the 

regurgitant jet



Positioning  the clip arms 

perpendicular to the 

coaptation line



Positioning  the clip arms perpendicular to the 

coaptation line



Grasping



Grasping



After any clip

Valve area

Residual mitral regurgitation Gradient



Key questions

When compared with traditional 2D or 3D TEE

guidance, does this novel technology add

advantages in terms of reduction of procedural time,

radiation exposure, incidence of complications ?

Does it increase operator’s confidence?







Fusion Imaging
Future scenarios Valve modeling

Courtesy of Philip





Without fusion… 

interventional 

cardiologists…

“Oculos habent et non 

videbunt….”

New advent Bible: 

Salm 114/115

Take home message



Thank you for your patience
francesco.faletra@cardiocentro.org


